
Digital transformation in the workplace means a “nine-to-�ve, one-location” style of working is out; 
and “always-connected, anytime, anywhere” productivity is in. This means it’s imperative to make your 

workforce “digital ready”, which is now made possible with the SMART WorkSpace by Sogeti.

The combined power of Intel and Sogeti, has developed the SMART WorkSpace, an innovative suite 
of services that create a tailored solution that unlocks the true value of a connected workforce.   

The solution can be tailored to your needs, with each service primed to kick-start 
digital transformation for any company or organization — public and private — whose workforce 

productivity relies on technology, whenever and wherever they are working.

WORKSPACE ADVISORY SERVICES

•  A true digital business engages customers 
  and/or employees across any channel or device.

•  Whether or not you have a strategy in place, 
   WorkSpace Advisory Services can help you 
  evaluate the best way for your company to 
  work; and design and  implement an achievable, 
  customized transformation roadmap to become 
  a true digital business.

    Sogeti has done this at a �nancial services 
  company, where it fully mapped their 
  transformation trajectory to a future-proof 
  workspace, with solutions from Intel, Microsoft, 
  Citrix and VMware. 

OS MIGRATION SERVICES

• Migrating to the right device and OS combination 
  lets the connected workforce work wherever, 
   whenever and however. More than 5 million 
   Windows devices migrated already... and counting.

  Sogeti helped a leading travel software developer 
  meet user  demand for mobile devices by designing 
  an automated standard image for Windows that 
  could be deployed to any user-selected  device, while 
  powerful Intel Architecture maximized security and  
  remote manageability features. 

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SERVICES

• Managing mobility by simplifying device registration 
  and synchronizing corporate data across devices is 
  o�ered through these services.

• It improves security for remote cloud access and 
  on-site mobile devices.

  Sogeti helped a retail services company manage 
  all POS and sales specialists’ devices from a single 
  pane of glass, allowing all devices to be constantly 
  and consistently updated, enabling improved 
  customer service.

Start customizing your roadmap to digital workplace transformation...

CLOUD MIGRATION SERVICES

•  Fully leveraging the cloud to create agility, 
   unlock innovation opportunities and reduce 
   costs.

  With Cloud Migration Services, a European 
  postal service moved more than 30 applications 
  to the Microsoft Azure platform and closed its 
  own data centers, dramatically reducing costs.

APPLICATION MODERNIZATION 
SERVICES

• Building or modernizing next-generation 
  apps to improve agility, support multiple 
  devices and accelerate time to market is 
  critical to digital transformation.

  Application Modernization Services built 
  a responsive content portal for a global IT 
  company, compatible with Windows, iOS, 
  Android, and hosted in Microsoft Azure cloud.
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WORKSPACE-AS–A-SERVICE (WaaS)

• Continuous innovation guarantees access to the 
  newest technologies and features.

• Bene�ts include: fast time-to-implement, unlimited 
  scalability, transparent cost-per-workspace; support for 
  Windows, iOS and Android devices.

  An architectural client uses WaaS to allow Sogeti to 
  manage and update their digital devices, and allows 
  them to focus on what  they do best — cutting-edge 
  building design.

•  Sogeti is committed to driving continuous innovation for customers with solutions like SMART WorkSpace.

•  SMART WorkSpace was designed to improve customers’ connected workforce strategies, helping them to better 
   understand and leverage innovation and to apply it at the right speed and scale. 

•  The objective to immediately start seeing bene�ts that drive a direct impact to the business, in a  secure and 
   sustainable manner.

•  The Sogeti/Intel partnership is committed to innovation and believes that technology must constantly evolve at 
   the speed of business to make collaboration possible, no  matter where you are or what device you’re using.

WORKSPACE INNOVATION
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